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Abstract. A kind of inertial positioning technology personnel indoor substation depth based on 
image recognition, scene modeling using 3D scanning depth camera for image acquisition of 
fast; key position of image recognition front-end uses image recognition software algorithm, 
the image information is converted to dot matrix data, connect the background server to obtain 
accurate positioning coordinates, greatly reduce the direct image transmission to the 
identification of the amount of data in the deployment of additional equipment to achieve 
precise positioning of field personnel without the aid, effectively solve the traditional Bluetooth, 
millimeter wave and laser positioning need in the site layout a lot of equipment problems, 
eliminate safety hazards in the substation; finally, the inertial navigation algorithm, field 
personnel positioning using gyroscope and accelerometer do the positioning of the auxiliary, 
smooth, real-time and accurate, have The utility model solves the problem of poor positioning 
accuracy of the electric field operation, and improves the working efficiency of the field 
operators.  

1 Introduction 
With the development of electric power industry in our country is increasingly expanding and new 
equipment put into operation, operation and maintenance of power equipment maintenance 
information, facing complicated procedures, complicated equipment disassembly and high precision 
and the staff level is not a problem, the type and size of equipment in the substation is also increasing, 
fully enclosed substation is currently the most advanced, more profound changes in the original open 
substation deployment mode, all devices are placed in the substation of large and small size ranging 
from relatively independent closed room, operation and maintenance personnel to accurately find the 
target device only through experience in the field, can not accurately know its location information 
location and the target device, need to spend a lot of time to find the equipment, seriously affecting 
work the efficiency, especially in emergency situations, facing the emergency situation of substation 
unprepared, on-site personnel can quickly It is very important to find the location of the fault 
equipment quickly for the repair process, the traditional operating mode can not meet the requirements 
of the development of the power grid, so it is urgent to solve the problem of indoor positioning. 

The substation network communication environment is more complex, often plagued by high 
voltage equipment electromagnetic interference and substation remote area information intensity is 
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weak and other issues, but the field of power equipment variety, modeling workload, and the model 
takes up more resources, all from the terminal identification is too large for the terminal pressure, 
therefore must by the background server real-time online image recognition. But by the 
communication technology, real-time live streaming video transmission to the background recognition 
efficiency is low, so it is necessary to study a set of front image preprocessing technology, image 
recognition for dot matrix information, dot matrix data transmission compression to the background 
recognition, greatly reduce the amount of data transmission, improve the bandwidth utilization rate. 

Secondly, because of the special environment of substation and high risk equipment, determine its 
application in indoor positioning technology requirements as much as possible to build less auxiliary 
equipment, but the indoor positioning and navigation technology to traditional coordinate positioning 
by building auxiliary equipment, build environment is more complex and high cost, including 
Bluetooth positioning method, millimeter wave localization method, infrared positioning method, 
GPS positioning method, for the special environment of substation, cannot build various types of 
equipment in the field, so the traditional indoor positioning technology in substation environment not 
suitable. 

2 Indoor inertial positioning technology in substation depth based on 
image recognition  
Due to the rapid development of power equipment, including the full closed type substation, the on-
site personnel demand for location information is more and more urgent, but because of the special 
environment of substation and high risk equipment, determine its application in indoor positioning 
technology requirements as much as possible to build less auxiliary equipment, this paper put forward 
to solve the above problems effective method for processing, using three-dimensional modeling scene 
scanning depth camera quickly and effectively solve the three-dimensional modeling [1] requires a lot 
of manual operation and operating personnel with professional knowledge of the operating problems; 
secondly, image acquisition of the key position of online image recognition using image recognition 
software algorithm, connecting the backend server to get accurate coordinate positioning, to achieve 
precise positioning of the auxiliary equipment on-site personnel without additional arrangement, 
Effectively solve the traditional Bluetooth, millimeter wave and laser positioning method [2] in the 
site layout a lot of equipment problems, eliminate safety hazards in the substation; finally, the inertial 
navigation algorithm, field personnel positioning using gyroscope and accelerometer assisted, do the 
personnel positioning of the smooth, real-time and accurate operation, effectively solve the 
positioning accuracy the electric field difference problem, improve the work efficiency of on-site 
personnel. Including the following steps: 

Step one: using the scene modeling for 3D scanning depth camera fast, according to the modeling 
method of image, video and depth vision sensor data driven, 3D geometry of the two-dimensional 
images to restore the scene, or the use of depth vision sensor RGB-D, the three-dimensional point of 
continuous data frame mosaic to obtain scene cloud, realize Panorama modeling the scene in a rapid 
manner. The 3D depth camera using two camera while shooting photos, according to the geometrical 
relationship of the relationship between two images and camera image space, the actual location 
information of feature points, imaging principle as shown in Figure 1. If the camera projection model, 

image point position corresponding to determine ( 1p , 2p and known), between the two outside the 

parameters of the camera ( 1C  , 2C and determine the position of known) case, only to determine the 
spatial position in world coordinates, the three-dimensional P coordinate of the reconstruction. 
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Figure 1 

 
Step two: in the substation site selecting feature image points different as standard template 

matching, using feature block template matching algorithm for on-line identification of images, in 
front of the equipment deployment image preprocessing module [3], for each frame of the collected 
images were preprocessed as the sample template, the feature of template matching, the first is the 
transformation of the standard template and template, according to the number of feature block 
template is divided into a plurality of same size blocks, such as the real-time video frame has 10 
feature blocks, the video frame image is divided into 64 squares average size the same, the assumption 
that the 10 the average distribution of feature blocks in one of the 8 boxes, the remaining 56 squares 
abandon feature points statistics only the remaining 8 squares, the final image is cut into dot matrix 
information. Through the transmission of the lattice data, the amount of data transmitted directly to a 
large number of video images is greatly reduced, the transmission efficiency is improved, and the 
bandwidth utilization rate is reduced. 

Step three: terminal dot data to the backend server, the server receives the lattice data, using lattice 
data feature block and standard template block by block matching, then don't is small, it is not 

matching. As the sample D k� �template and template matching in block comparison i j���results 

(results for 0, 1, the results do not match), N i j���as the sample feature block template, ( , )T
kN i j  

as a standard feature block matching template, the difference between the size of the thresholdT , 

according to the threshold to identify the corresponding image model, block matching ( , )i j results: 
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Finally, the result is compared with the standard image feature block template 
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= ∑∑ , Where h is the height of the lattice, w  is the width of the lattice, A is the 
number of standard image lattice set. 

Step four: through the background data to identify the current location of the image lattice number, 
query the database to obtain precise location coordinates, encrypted transmission to the terminal for 
analysis by using the SM1 cryptographic algorithm, terminal server to receive encrypted, decrypted by 
using the SM1 cryptographic algorithm, obtaining user coordinates where information, dynamic real-
time correction of terminal guide map marker the position, to achieve precise positioning of field 
personnel without additional auxiliary equipment layout, the specific architecture is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 

Step five: image recognition and localization algorithm using mathematical description of image 
features, in addition to the accuracy of the image error introduced by the image will show similar 
characteristics, so in the computer matching process, according to the characteristics of mathematical 
description, there will be mistakes and errors, matching, there will have an impact on the whole, the 
reliability of the result. The accuracy and therefore, there must be the image matching results were 
determined by determining the appropriate method, eliminating the false matching, to ensure the 
reliability of matching results; and for a certain time, can not use the image matching technology, you 
need to consider additional auxiliary navigation information to maintain visual navigation algorithm 
operation. The strapdown inertial navigation algorithm, the positioning of gyroscope and 
accelerometer assisted site personnel, auxiliary image recognition and positioning technology, inertial 
orientation modification without image marks or image recognition errors, where the smooth 
movement of personnel in the mobile map to mark the location of the. According to the characteristics 
of the substation in the power grid, a simple inertial navigation algorithm is designed to meet the 
needs of fast navigation. 

Inertial navigation algorithm [4] is mainly divided into three parts: attitude update, speed update 
and location update. Its core is based on a correct attitude, so the most important impact on the 
accuracy of strapdown inertial navigation algorithm is the attitude update algorithm, followed by the 
speed update algorithm. 

The attitude update algorithm is as follows: 
( 1)

( ) ( 1) ( )
n n b k
b k b k b kC C C −

−=  , among, 
( 1)
( )
b k
b kC −

 When the n system is used as the reference coordinate 

system, b  is 1kt − to kt  transform direction cosine, ( )
n
b kC  is kt  attitude direction cosine, ( 1)

n
b kC −  

is 1kt −  attitude direction cosine. If make ( )b
nbw t  the rotational angular velocity of the carrier 

coordinate system relative to the navigation coordinate system, kΦ is 1mt − to mt  moment coordinate 
system b  equivalent rotation vector relative to navigation coordinate system, the final rotation vector 

is 1 1

( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )k k

k k

t tn b n T n
k nb ib b int t

w t dt w t C t w t dt
− −

Φ = = −∫ ∫  . 
Speed update algorithm is as follows: 
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kv is kt  velocity of a time carrier; 
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∫ is 1kt − to kt  velocity increment of time ; 
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−

− + ×∫ is 1kt − to kt  gravity and velocity increment. 
Step six: calculate the coordinates of inertial navigation based on real-time strapdown inertial 

navigation algorithm and terminal acceleration and gyro sensor, real-time correction of the client map 
marks the position, to achieve a smooth navigation in the feature image between the blank area 
features make navigation between images, the auxiliary field personnel for precise navigation [5]. 

Summary 
This paper presents an indoor positioning method of substation personnel inertial depth based on 
image recognition, scene modeling using 3D scanning depth camera for image acquisition of fast; key 
position of image recognition front-end uses image recognition software algorithm, the image 
information is converted to dot matrix data, connect the background server to obtain accurate 
positioning coordinates, greatly reduce the direct the background image is transmitted to the 
identification data, and deployment of additional equipment to achieve precise positioning of field 
personnel without the aid, effectively solve the traditional Bluetooth, millimeter wave and laser 
positioning need in the site layout a lot of equipment problems, eliminate safety hazards in the 
substation; finally, the inertial navigation algorithm, field personnel positioning by using gyroscope 
and the acceleration sensor, do smooth, real-time positioning And accurately and effectively solve the 
problem of poor positioning accuracy of electric field operation, and improve the working efficiency 
of field workers. 
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